
Ambit Workspace Solutions ™



With height-adjustable tables, there are several 
unsolved customer problems: feeling exposed 
and easily distracted in open office environments, 
lack of storage and vertical cable management, 
and a lack of cohesive solutions—from functionality 
to aesthetics—designed to be used with  
height-adjustable products. There’s an opportunity 
to enhance the user experience and better support 
organizations’ investments in Herman Miller 
height-adjustable tables.

Ambit Workspace Solutions

A comprehensive portfolio of components and accessories that  
enrich the existing height-adjustable table product lines and elevates 
the user experience.



Visual harmony

Cohesive in style and texture, every element of Ambit is designed  
to enhance existing Herman Miller height-adjustable table products. 
Screens, shrouds, and vertical cable management work together 
purposefully to create a holistic sit-to-stand solution with dimension 
and functionality.



Personalize and privatize 

Screen and shroud attachments with multiple configurations 
create a more private workspace to remain focused and productive 
in, whether sitting or standing. Ambit components have a broad 
selection of material choices that allow you to make the space your 
own. Additionally, the portfolio utilizes work tools and accessories, 
creating homes for personal items.



Intelligent storage tailored for you Ambit offers multiple storage options—suspended and freestanding 
pedestal—without sacrificing organization for flexibility. Suspended 
storage options create easy access to personal items with a fluid 
motion, while pedestal storage options nest into the shroud to 
create a cleaner workspace and more legroom. Slim in design, Ambit 
supports hybrid workstyles and spaces and is designed for small or 
transient personal items.





Product Vocabulary

Ambit Cork Tray

Ambit Screen Ambit Shroud Ambit Storage

Ambit Vertical Cable Management
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